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I am sure some of you will miss  Chinese 9th  month, 

amazing "unexpected" Investing Destiny energy. Well,

remember the formation and the 50-300% gain, as I always

said, you will see the formation again next year. 

And now, move on to Chinese 10th month, with a clearer

mindset and more knowledgeable experiences.

Only those who learn and remember the lessons will

improve and become a better investor.

10th month => Big money star + $ element 武曲禄

Those who work closely with me know that I like "Big money

star + $ element 武曲禄". If it enters into your 10th month's

Money or Self box, you can have a happy 10th month. But if

Challenging energy also sits inside 武曲忌, then you better

be extra careful, know how to control greed, to prevent big

swing  and throw away your gains back to the market.

Chinese 10th Month (5 Nov to 3 Dec)



A month with "Big money star + $ element" energy, what

will happen to your portfolio? A month we can learn great

lessons again.

A month with Money stars and good $ element = 

1) a month you can spot good opportunities, and/or 

2) your stock(s) in your portfolio can move up strongly.

Always need to remind again, that Investing Destiny

energy is a personal one. Never jump into the market

thinking you can take advantage of this good energy, when

your own 10th month is full of challenging energy.

Always know your own ID energy, know what you are

investing, invest within your own limit, think and work

hard, then destiny will reward you accordingly.

Share a statistical study (for local market) :

After studying ID energy for a group of penny stock

investors, saw the following ;

Chinese 9th month :



Chinese 9th month :

Total Challenging Energy 忌  = 11

Total Money star+$ & unexpected $ formation 双禄 = 21

Total Money star + challenging energy 武曲/双忌= 6

If you are one of the penny stock investors, you should have

noticed what happened to local penny stock market in

Chinese 9th month.  The data showed 21 great Money star

energies, more investors made happy money? Or there are

opportunities for you to make happy money?

Now lets look at the data for Chinese 10th month :

Chinese 10th month :

Total Challenging Energy 忌 = 20

Total Money star+$ & unexpected $ formation 双禄 = 6

Total Money star + challenging energy 武曲/双忌 = 5

Notice the drop, from 21 to 6. What can we learn from this

data?  We will know the answer on 3 Dec 2021. 

If you are one of the investor, you can take note of this data,

and most importantly work you your own Chinese 10th

month energy.

Always learning and exploring, study statistics, observe the

market, and gain experiences for future investing.



ALWAYS REMEMBER THIS

I am sharing Investing Destiny concepts and
knowledge based on Zi Wei Dou Shu theories.

This is not about predicting the market. You are
advised not to take action based on the above,
and understand that every investors have your

own unique Investing Destiny timing and
energy. Always understand and figure out what

works & do it within your limit. ~ yipei
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